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The Government recently released its amendments to the Ministry of Economic Development’s proposal on  
charity audits. 

As we made a submission to the first charity audits proposal last year, we thought it relevant and timely to highlight a 
few areas where the Government’s stance has changed since the first round of submissions and bring your attention to 
some of the areas that may impact your charitable organisation. 

When the MED first published its discussion paper on proposed changes to charity audits, it stated that the goals of 
the exercise were to tackle perceived fraud issues in the sector, as well as increasing public confidence in charities and 
help potential funders and donors to make informed decisions about which charities they support. 

It is our view that the latest MED proposal needs to go further to reach those goals. 

Change in tone in latest MED proposal 
A key area of interest to us is the noticeable change in tone from the MED’s first proposal to its second and more 
recent document. 

Where the first document focused on audits as a means to prevent fraud and increase public confidence, that 
sentiment has been replaced with a more explicit focus on assurance through good financial reporting. The MED now 
recognises that audits don’t necessarily prevent fraud and the new proposal seems to significantly downplay the role of 
fraud in the proposed changes.

Our earlier submission stated our belief that the MED had overstated the benefits of an audit with respect to  
identifying fraud. 

The more muted approach in MED’s latest paper shifts the justification for requiring audits to adherence with 
accounting standards, including the upcoming accounting standards for public benefit entities (you can refer to our 
article on changes in the financial reporting sector for more on this topic). 

Our view remains that the MED proposal overstates the benefits of audits. If public confidence in the sector is the 
concern, then surely the completeness of income from public donations and the utilisation of funds in accordance with 
the Charities purpose are the two biggest areas which should be addressed by the MED. 

Completeness of income and charitiable purpose still a sticking point
The MED has failed to address our earlier observation that audit reports for charities which seek donations from the 
public are often qualified on the basis of completeness of income. 

If the MED’s goal is to provide comfort to the public when it comes to donating to charities then surely this is a key 
issue that needs to be addressed.

The MED paper now acknowledges that an audit will not determine whether a charity has made distributions to eligible 
beneficiaries in accordance with its Trust Deed. It is good to see the MED acknowledge that audits do no solve all the 
issues within charities, and this is a difficult issue to address, however in acknowledging these limitations of audit, one 
must ask what benefit these audits will deliver and what is the value of these audits compared to the cost?

We would suggest that a unique approach is required to address these issues which are  
unique to the sector, rather than trying to fix the issues with the wrong tools.
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Publicly solicited donations
In its latest proposal, the MED acknowledges feedback from submissions such as ours, which argue that charities 
which solicit donations from the public should have greater audit requirements than those which do not. 

The MED’s response is that because all charities receive the benefits of tax exemption they should be subject to the 
same level of audit regardless of whether they solicit donations from the public.

While we agree that because of the tax exemption benefit there should be some level of assurance over the financial 
statements, we firmly believe that charities which solicit donations should be subject to greater levels of assurance 
than those that do not. 

It makes sense that charities explicitly seeking financial contributions from the public should have to be more 
accountable to the public than those charities which don’t solicit donations, and it is our view that the Government 
should have taken that factor into account in the latest proposal. 

Agreed upon procedures vs. review engagement: no agreement here 
The MED acknowledges feedback from submissions such as ours, which questioned whether Agreed Upon Procedure 
engagements should be considered as an alternative to a review engagement. 

The MED’s response has been that an Agreed Upon Procedures (AUP) engagement is a lesser form of review. 

We would disagree; we believe an AUP review can achieve a more targeted review of the key risks for an entity and 
can also result in greater review and analysis of specific risk areas. However, we do acknowledge that an AUP review 
could be deliberately steered away from key risk areas by disingenuous Trustees. Because of this, the practicalities of 
ensuring that the AUP is appropriately targeted would introduce complexity for regulators if charities were to use such 
a review. 

This factor highlights the importance of having solid governance structures in place, which ensure and encourage 
accountability and transparency for charities. 

Threshold levels raised in response to submissions a positive sign 
The final point of our submission, that the levels for audit/review requirements were too low, was echoed by many 
submitters and while several areas of feedback have been left out of the new proposal, we are heartened to see that 
the MED has agreed with the submissions and raised the threshold levels. 

As we stated in our submission and a previous article on our website, for a charity spending around $300,000, paying 
$10,000 for an audit is not necessarily the best expenditure and therefore the increase in threshold levels is applauded. 

Some improvements made, but more feedback should be taken on board 
All in all, while the MED has responded to some feedback from submissions, the new proposal has a noticeable 
change in tone, and it still presents several significant areas that create uncertainty for charitable organisations in  
New Zealand. 

If we are to increase public confidence in charities and provide potential donors and funders with enough material to 
make an informed decision about which organisations they support, the MED would be well-placed to take on more of 
the feedback from those who offered submissions on this important topic. 

We would suggest that a unique approach is required to address the issues which are unique to the charitable sector, 
rather than trying to fix the issues with the wrong tools.

Do you have a view on this topic? If so, please do let us know: 
Shane Coward, General Manager Finance, Trust Management 
DDI: 306 2545, M: 021 412 032  




